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Abstract

Ionospheric plasma irregularities can be successfully studied with the Swarm satellites. Parameters derived from the in situ

plasma measurements and from the topside ionosphere total electron content provide a comprehensive dataset for characterising

plasma structuring along the orbits of the Swarm satellites. The Ionospheric Plasma IRregularities (IPIR) data product

summarizes these parameters and has already been used in studies related to structuring and variability of ionospheric plasma.

We provide a detailed description of the algorithms behind the IPIR data product and demonstrate its use for ionospheric

studies.
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Abstract18

Ionospheric plasma irregularities can be successfully studied with the Swarm satel-19

lites. Parameters derived from the in situ plasma measurements and from the topside20

ionosphere total electron content provide a comprehensive dataset for characterising21

plasma structuring along the orbits of the Swarm satellites. The Ionospheric Plasma22

IRregularities (IPIR) data product summarizes these parameters and has already been23

used in studies related to structuring and variability of ionospheric plasma. We provide24

a detailed description of the algorithms behind the IPIR data product and demonstrate25

its use for ionospheric studies.26

1 Introduction27

The dynamics of ionospheric plasma are coupled to different processes in the so-28

lar wind, magnetosphere, thermosphere and lower atmosphere. This complex coupling29

often gives rise to plasma instabilities and turbulence, which lead to structuring in30

the ionospheric plasma (Hasegawa et al., 2004; Kintner & Seyler, 1985; Moen et al.,31

2013). The resulting irregularities in the plasma density can impact the propagation32

of radio waves, leading to radar echoes, impacting communication services, or affect-33

ing trans-ionospheric radio signals, such as those of the Global Navigation Satellite34

Systems (GNSS) (Kintner et al., 2007). Thus, ionospheric plasma irregularities are an35

important aspect of the space weather system. They are also a space weather risk,36

which can be crucial for the ground-based operations that rely on precise positioning37

with the GNSS systems, such as with the GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, or Beidou satellite38

constellations (Pi et al., 1997; Jakowski et al., 2012).39

The occurrence and strength of plasma irregularities are related to the geomag-40

netic activity, and depend on the geomagnetic region of interest. The Interplanetary41

Magnetic Field (IMF) and solar wind conditions control the energy input into the42

magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere (MIT) system (Borovsky, 2021). This is no-43

table at high latitudes, with increased auroral activity and related phenomena during44

prolonged periods of the IMF Bz negative, which facilitates the magnetic reconnection45

on the dayside magnetosphere, and thus allows for the energy input into the MIT46

system (Cowley & Lockwood, 1992; Lockwood & Carlson, 1992; Carlson, 2012). Such47

phenomena as the polar cap patches (PCPs), auroral blobs, or auroral electrojects are48

subject to various plasma instabilities and hence to plasma structuring (Jin et al., 2014,49

2015, 2016; van der Meeren et al., 2015). Significant plasma structuring is also present50

in the equatorial ionosphere, where it is manifested within the Equatorial spread F51

(Woodman, 2009). In the post-sunset sector, the Rayleigh-Taylor instability impacts52

the ionospheric F-layer, which is also reflected in the equatorial bubbles (Woodman &53

La Hoz, 1976; Farley et al., 1970). Thus, the polar cap, auroral oval, and post-sunset54

equatorial regions are characterised by the most structured plasma densities (Basu et55

al., 2002; Jin et al., 2020). This is also seen in the statistical maps of ionospheric56

scintillations of transionospheric radio waves, which assign strongest scintillations to57

these regions (Basu et al., 1988).58

Characterising and monitoring of structuring in the ionospheric plasma density is59

thus of both scientific and practical interests. The understanding of ionospheric plasma60

response to external drivers, such as the solar wind, IMF, or gravity waves, will shed61

more light onto coupling processes in the MIT system and can contribute to the global62

ionospheric models (Wood & et al., 2021). On the other hand monitoring of the plasma63

irregularities at different scales is important for development of the operational space64

weather services related to the quality of transionospheric radio signals (Jakowski et65

al., 2005).66

The in situ measurements of plasma structuring can be successfully done with67

scientific satellites in the low-Earth-orbit (LEO). In particular the Swarm constellation68
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of three satellites in the polar orbits has been used to successfully address several69

aspects of the plasma structuring in the ionosphere (Stolle et al., 2013). Swarm satellite70

data have for example been used for detecting the polar cap patches (Spicher et al.,71

2017), equatorial bubbles (Park et al., 2013), or field aligned currents (Ritter et al.,72

2013; Lühr et al., 2015). Several years of operations allow for a comprehensive study73

of the processes and structuring in the ionospheric plasma and assessing its variability.74

In this paper, we present a Level-2 IPIR1 data product that has been developed for75

the purpose of comprehensive characterisation of plasma irregularities and structuring76

in the ionosphere, and demonstrate its use on a case study.77

2 Swarm satellites78

Swarm is the European Space Agency’s (ESA) constellation mission (Friis-Christensen79

et al., 2006). Three identical satellites (Swarm A, B, C) were launched into near-polar80

orbits on November 22, 2013. The satellites were initially in the pearl-of-strings config-81

uration, which allowed for example for studying the evolution of PCPs (Spicher et al.,82

2015). Until April 2014 the orbits drifted in such a way that they reached final config-83

uration. The Swarm A and C satellites are at approximately 460 km altitude, while84

Swarm B is at a higher orbit, ca. 510 km. The orbits can be adjusted so that different85

science goals can be achieved. Collectively, due to the slow drift of orbital planes, the86

Swarm satellites currently provide a coverage of all local times within approximately87

4-5 months, thus allowing for long term statistical studies. Swarm A and C are closely88

located, which facilitates determining electric currents in the ionosphere. While the89

main objectives of the Swarm mission have been the understanding of the dynamics90

of the core of the Earth, mantle conductivity and magnetic field of the Earth, and the91

ionospheric current systems (Olsen et al., 2013), the mission has been successfully used92

for ionospheric and space weather related research (see e.g., Wood and et al. (2021)93

and references therein).94

The payload of each of the Swarm satellites is identical and consists of the Ab-95

solute Scalar Magnetometer (ASM), Vector Field Magnetometer (VFM), Star Tracker96

(STR), Electric Field Instrument (EFI), GPS Receiver (GPSR), Laser Retro-Reflector97

(LRR) and Accelerometer (ACC). For the purpose of the IPIR dataset, the main in-98

struments used are the EFI and GPSR. EFI consists of a thermal ion imager and two99

Langmuir probes, and it allows for determining the ion density, ion drift velocity and100

the electric field at the front panel of the satellite, and the electron plasma density and101

temperature (Buchert et al., 2015; Knudsen et al., 2017). IPIR also uses data from102

GPSR for calculating the total electron content (TEC) of the topside ionosphere and103

related parameters (Xiong et al., 2018). Finally, the magnetometer data are used for104

detecting ionospheric currents (Lühr et al., 2015) and equatorial bubbles (Park et al.,105

2013; Rodŕıguez-Zuluaga et al., 2017).106

3 Data Product and Availability107

IPIR is a Level 2 (L2) data product, which is derived from several Swarm L1b108

and L2 data products through data assimilation and processing. It builds upon the109

following Swarm products: the plasma density (from EFIx LP 1B), Ionospheric Bubble110

Index (IBI, from IBIxTMS 2F), auroral boundaries detection based on field aligned111

currents (from AOBxFAC 2F), topside-ionosphere total electron content (TEC, from112

TECxTMS 2F), as well as Polar Cap Products (Spicher et al., 2017). These data113

products are further processed and incorporated into the IPIR dataset which is denoted114

in the ESA system as IPDxIRR 2F. The IPIR dataset is freely available at the ESA115

1 IPIR stands for ”Ionospheric Plasma IRregularities”
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Swarm dissemination servers2. The data is provided with the temporal resolution116

of 1Hz along entire orbits of the Swarm satellites. The dataset includes time series117

of local plasma conditions, including background density and total electron content,118

and derived parameters which characterise plasma structuring. These time series are119

assigned to geomagnetic regions: equatorial, mid-latitudes, auroral latitudes, and the120

polar cap regions. The mid/high latitudes and the polar cap region boundaries are121

dynamically determined. The whole IPIR dataset consists of 29 entries which are122

summarised in Table 1.123

IPIR has been incorporated into the VirES for Swarm platform3. VirES is an124

open access interactive interface for data manipulation and retrieval of ESA Swarm125

mission data products. Using this interface, one can over-plot different datasets and126

quickly identify regions of interests, as well as import relevant numerical data values127

for further analysis.128

4 Processing algorithms129

The electron density (ne) and electron temperature (Te) data are taken from the130

L1b dataset: EFIx LP 1B. The background density (ne,b), foreground density (ne,f ),131

the polar cap patch flag (PCP flag), and the electron density gradient near the edge of132

a PCP are processed with the same algorithm as in the Polar Cap Products (Spicher133

et al., 2017). The background density is calculated from ne using a 35th percentile134

filter of 551 data points, which corresponds to approximately 2000 km for 2 Hz data at135

the Swarm orbital speed of ∼ 7.5 km/s. The foreground density is calculated from ne136

using a 50th percentile filter of 7 data points (∼ 25 km). PCP flag indicates whether137

the measurements are taken within the PCP, which is here defined as an increase138

in density within the polar cap by a factor of 2 with respect to the background:139

ne,f/ne,b ≥ 2 (Crowley, 1996). PCP flag is set to non-zero values, provided that140

the extent of the density increase is larger than 100 km. The edges of the PCP are141

also investigated, and defined as when ne,f drops to 30% of the average value of ne,f142

within the identified patch. The numerical values of PCP flag are the following: 0 -143

if the measurement is taken outside PCP, 1 - the PCP edge (when no plasma velocity144

is available and trailing/leading edges can not be distinguished), 2 - leading edge of145

PCP, 3 - trailing edge of PCP, 4 - center of PCP. Grad Ne at PCP edge parameter146

is the electron density gradient calculated over the edge of a PCP which is non-zero147

only on the edges of PCPs. More details on the processing algorithm of the Polar Cap148

Products, their justifications, and example of use can be found in Spicher et al. (2017).149

The 2Hz electron density data is used to derive parameters which characterise150

variations in the plasma density. The electron density gradients are calculated in the151

running windows of 27, 13, and 5 data points, which for Swarm correspond to spatial152

scales of 100, 50, and 20 km, respectively. The gradients are calculated using a linear153

regression to the data over certain time intervals, as illustrated in Fig. 1.154

Another parameters characterising variations in the plasma density irregularities155

are the rate of change of density (ROD) and the rate of change density index (RODI).156

ROD is the time derivative of electron plasma density:157

ROD(t) =
ne(t + ∆t)− ne(t)

∆t
, (1)

where ∆t = 0.5s, as we use 2 Hz data to account also for small scale fluctuations.158

While ROD is defined in the temporal domain, it can also be translated into spatial159

2 Data product is available at https://swarm-diss.eo.esa.int , and the reference documentation can be

found at https://earth.esa.int/web/guest/missions/esa-eo-missions/swarm/key-documentation
3 https://vires.services
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Table 1. Summary of parameters in the IPIR (IPDxIRR 2F) dataset.

Name Description Unit

Timestamp CDF epoch of the measurement deg
Latitude Position in ITRF – Latitude deg
Longitude Position in ITRF – Longitude deg
Radius Position in ITRF – Radius m
Ne Electron density, ne; downsampled to 1Hz cm−3

Background Ne Background electron density, ne,b cm−3

Foreground Ne Foreground electron density, ne,f cm−3

Te Electron temperature, Te; downsampled to 1Hz K
PCP flag The polar cap patch flag -
Grad Ne at 100km The electron density gradient over 100 km based on 2Hz data cm−3/m
Grad Ne at 50km The electron density gradient over 50 km based on 2Hz data cm−3/m
Grad Ne at 20km The electron density gradient over 20 km based on 2Hz data cm−3/m
Grad Ne at PCP edge The electron density gradient calculated on the edge of PCP

when PCP detected
cm−3/m

ROD Rate Of change of Density, dn/dt cm−3/s
RODI10s Rate Of change of Density Index (RODI) over 10 seconds cm−3/s
RODI20s Rate Of change of Density Index (RODI) over 20 seconds cm−3/s
delta Ne10s Fluctuation amplitudes over the baseline of 10 seconds cm−3

delta Ne20s Fluctuation amplitudes over the baseline of 20 seconds cm−3

delta Ne40s Fluctuation amplitudes over the baseline of 40 seconds cm−3

num GPS satellites Total number of tracked GPS satellites above 20 degrees eleva-
tion agnle

-

mVTEC Median of VTEC from all available GPS satellites above 30
degrees

TECU

mROT Median of Rate Of TEC (ROT) from all available GPS satel-
lites above 30 degrees

TECU/s

mROTI10s Median of Rate Of TEC Index (ROTI) over 10 seconds from
all available GPS satellites above 30 degrees

TECU/s

mROTI20s Median of Rate Of TEC Index (ROTI) over 20 seconds from
all available GPS satellites above 30 degrees

TECU/s

IBI flag Plasma Bubble Index, copied from the level-2 Ionospheric
Bubble Index product, IBIxTMS 2F

-

Ionosphere region flag Determining the geomagnetic region where the measurement
was taken (0: equator, 1: mid-latitudes; 2: auroral oval; 3:
polar cap)

-

IPIR index Determining the level of fluctuations in the ionospheric plasma
density

-

Ne quality flag Quality flag for the ne data and the derived data -
TEC STD Standard deviation of VTEC from GPS satellites TECU

domain, where it might correspond to density gradients at scales of ∼ 3− 4 km when160

accounting also for relative motion of the Swarm satellite and plasma. RODI is the161

standard deviation of ROD in a given running window:162

RODI(t) =

√√√√√ 1

N − 1

ti=t+∆t/2∑
ti=t−∆t/2

∣∣ROD(ti)− ROD
∣∣2, (2)

–5–
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Figure 1. Example of calculating density gradients over different scales. The top panel shows

the original electron density (2 Hz) in blue, and the linear fits of the intervals centred at 18:21.40

universal time (UT) are shown in green, black and red dashed lines. The bottom panel shows the

density gradients calculated in respective running windows.

where ROD is the mean value of ROD(ti):163

ROD =
1

N

√√√√√ti=t+∆t/2∑
ti=t−∆t/2

ROD(ti), (3)

where we use ∆t = 10s for RODI10s, and ∆t = 20s for RODI20s.164

Finally, parameters ∆ne10s, ∆ne20s, ∆ne40s (i.e., delta Ne10s, delta Ne20s, delta Ne40s),165

correspond to the amplitudes of plasma fluctuations, and are obtained by subtracting166

the median filtered value of ne in ∆t = 10, 20 and 40s from the actual value of ne.167

These scales correspond to fluctuations at scales smaller than 75, 150 and 300 km,168

respectively.169

The electron density, electron temperature, and derived electron density param-170

eters are down-sampled to 1 Hz. This is to make these parameters compatible with171

the total electron content (TEC) of the topside ionosphere data entries, which are172

nominally provided at 1Hz for the Swarm mission.173

The TEC data are derived based on TECxTMS 2F dataset. We use the threshold174

elevation angle of 30 degrees to ensure that the TEC data correspond to local plasma175

conditions. mVTEC is the median of the vertical TEC from all satellites above the176

threshold elevation angle. For characterising fluctuations in TEC we use the rate of177

change of TEC (ROT) and the rate of change of TEC index (ROTI). These are defined178

in analogous way as ROD and RODI:179

ROT(t) =
TEC(t + ∆t)− TEC(t)

∆t
, (4)
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and180

ROTI(t) =

√√√√√ 1

N − 1

ti=t+∆t/2∑
ti=t−∆t/2

∣∣ROT(ti)− ROT
∣∣2, (5)

where ROT is the mean value of ROT(ti):181

ROT =
1

N

√√√√√ti=t+∆t/2∑
ti=t−∆t/2

ROT(ti), (6)

with ∆t = 10s for mROTI10s, and ∆t = 20s for mROTI20s. For calculating TEC182

related parameters again the threshold value of the elevation angle of 30 degrees is183

used and the median values are provided.184

For completeness, the plasma bubble index (IBI flag) is provided directly from185

the IBIxTMS 2F dataset (Park et al., 2013).186

An important aspect of the IPIR dataset is that it assigns the plasma variations187

to different geomagnetic regions in parameter Ionosphere region flag: equatorial region188

(0), mid-latitudes (1), auroral oval (2), and the polar cap (3). This allows the user to189

perform larger statistical studies in relation to processes in these different regions.190

The equatorial region is defined between ±30◦ of the magnetic latitude (MLAT).191

Here the magnetic latitude is calculated with quasi-dipole coordinates (Emmert et192

al., 2010; Richmond, 1995), in accordance with previous studies (Park et al., 2010).193

Mid-latitudes are poleward of the equatorial region and the equatorward auroral oval194

boundary (AOB). AOBs are determined dynamically, by detecting the small-scale195

signatures of the field-aligned currents (FACs) from the Swarm magnetic field data196

(Xiong et al., 2014; Xiong & Lühr, 2014). While the estimates of FAC are derived197

routinely based on single spacecraft data (provided in FACxTMS 2F), in IPIR we use198

the small-scale (< 10km) FAC part of the data product, in which the auroral bound-199

aries can be sharply detected. The auroral boundaries are based on the maxima and200

gradients in the FACs’ intensity. The poleward and equatorward AOBs correspond to201

the middle of the linear part of the corresponding gradients from the maximum of the202

FAC intensity. We note that sometimes no FACs are detected, for example, due to a203

combination of the orbital characteristics and the level of geomagnetic activity, and204

in such cases, AOBs are not determined. The polar cap region is defined as poleward205

from the poleward AOBs, or if they are not detected, poleward of 77◦ MLAT, con-206

sistent with the Polar Cap Products. Thus the auroral region is defined as between207

65− 77◦ MLAT.208

4.1 IPIR index209

The IPIR index is evaluated based on the characteristics of the fluctuations in the210

plasma density. The IPIR index is a product of RODI10s and the standard deviation211

of delta Ne10s (i.e., of ∆ne10s):212

IPIRix = RODI10s ·A(ne)10s, (7)

where A(ne)10s is the standard deviation of ∆ne10s in a running window of 10 seconds:213

A(ne)10s(t) =

√√√√√ 1

N − 1

ti=t+∆t/2∑
ti=t−∆t/2

∣∣∆ne10s(ti)−∆ne10s

∣∣2, (8)

where ∆ne10s is the mean value of ∆ne10s(ti) in this time interval:214

∆ne10s =
1

N

ti=t+∆t/2∑
ti=t−∆t/2

∆ne10s(ti), (9)

–7–
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As mentioned earlier, RODI10s is the variance of fluctuations (gradients at small215

scales) in density, which indicates structuring of plasma within the 10 seconds interval.216

A(ne)10s is related to the absolute amplitudes of fluctuations within the 10 seconds217

interval. The correlation between these two parameters is weak, and their combination218

can provide indication about the intensity of structuring of ionospheric plasma, where219

the high frequency fluctuations with large amplitudes are giving highest numerical220

values of IPIRix. The following IPIRix index scale has been provided corresponding to221

level of fluctuations in the ionospheric plasma density: 0 − 3 (low), 4 − 5 (medium),222

and > 6 (high). The scale corresponds to the numerical values of IPIRix differing by223

an order of magnitude, where index value 1 in the dataset corresponds to IPIRix <224

103cm−3s−1cm−3, index value 2 corresponds to IPIRix ∈ (103 − 104)cm−3s−1cm−3,225

index value 3 corresponds to IPIRix ∈ (104 − 105)cm−3s−1cm−3, etc.226

High values of IPIRix are potentially leading to stronger space weather effects.227

In Fig. 2 we demonstrate the relationship between IPIRix and phase scintillation index228

measured at high latitudes. While there is no linear relationship, it is clear that the229

values of the phase scintillation index increase with increasing IPIRix. Larger IPIRix230

also relate to the increase in the minimal observed phase scintillation levels. The work231

on quantifying the relationship between IPIRix and ground-based observations of scin-232

tillation of trans-ionospheric waves is ongoing. However, we note that this relationship233

is nontrivial: Swarm does not access scales that are responsible for scintillations of the234

GNSS signals (i.e., hectometer scales), the conjunction times are relatively short, and235

the in situ Swarm measurements are in the upper F-layer of the ionosphere. Orienta-236

tion of the magnetic field (horizontal at low latitudes vs. vertical at high latitudes),237

low statistics, and locality of events make evaluation of such a relationship a challeng-238

ing study. Thus, a scintillation observed on the ground does not need to be reflected239

in the Swarm data. On the other hand, highly structured plasma observed by Swarm240

may indicate that scintillations occur, provided that plasma structuring goes down to241

hectometer scales.242

5 Example of use243

An example of use and applicability of the IPIR dataset is shown in Figures 3244

and 4. Here we show results for the Swarm A satellite half-orbits on September 8,245

2017, during daytime (Fig. 3) and nighttime (Fig. 3). The Swarm A trajectories are246

shown in panels (a) of the figures, where they are over-plotted on the global ionosphere247

map (GIM) produced by the Center for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE) using248

global distributed ground-based GNSS receivers (Jee et al., 2010; Schaer, 1999).249

In the top rows of Figures 3(b) and 4(b), we plot the actual electron plasma250

density, ne, as well as background density and electron temperature. The bottom251

panels show PCP/IBI indices together with ionosphere region flag. We see that during252

daytime, there is a significant increase in the background density at equatorial regions,253

low density at mid-latitudes, and some enhanced density in the polar regions on the254

dayside (Fig. 3). At the pre-midnight time, the ESF is seen in the depleted density255

and enhanced temperature at low latitudes (Fig. 4).256

The second panels show the ROD and RODI in 10s and 20s. There is a consistent257

high structuring in the polar regions, which is related to the polar cap patches. Smaller258

structuring is also observed in the auroral oval. On the nightside significant plasma259

irregularities are present at low latitudes which correspond to plasma bubbles in the260

equatorial region (Smith & Heelis, 2017).261

The field-aligned currents and corresponding AOBs are presented in the same262

panel. The auroral oval has a large extent on the nightside (Fig. 4), which can be263

associated with the nighttime auroral activity, but at the same time, the corresponding264

–8–
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Figure 2. Relationship between the IPIR index numerical values and the median phase scin-

tillation index observed at Ny-Ålesund for 2014-2018 period. The phase scintillation index has

been obtained with the GSV-4004B receiver operated by the University of Oslo.

plasma is not subject to significant structuring. However, the dayside auroral oval is265

narrow (Fig. 3), and in the southern hemisphere, it is also significantly structured,266

which can be associated with the cusp region. In general, the plasma in the southern267

polar cap is more structured than in the northern hemisphere.268

The four remaining panels show mVTEC and ROTI, fluctuation amplitudes ∆ne269

over the baseline over 10/20/40s, and gradients in the electron density over 20/50/100270

km, respectively. The parameters derived from the topside ionosphere TEC are con-271

sistent with the parameters derived from density. There is a good correlation between272

∆ne and ROD/RODI measurements. Presented parameters make it possible to esti-273

mate the scale of plasma structures along the satellite pass.274

In the above example, we observed typical structures in the ionosphere and could275

assess their variability. IPIR dataset can provide comprehensive characteristics of276

plasma density structuring along the Swarm satellites’ orbits. Having different param-277

eters in a single dataset facilitates a detailed study of particular events, but also allows278

for larger systematic studies.279

The IPIR dataset has already been used in addressing the structuring of plasma280

at high latitudes. The climatological study revealed interhemispheric asymmetry in281

plasma structuring, with more pronounced and widely distributed irregularities in the282

southern hemisphere, whereas in the northern hemisphere the plasma irregularities283

are commonly attributed to the cusp region and the nighttime auroral oval (Jin et al.,284

2019; Jin & Xiong, 2020). Several years of data revealed seasonal characteristics of the285

irregularities in the plasma density, where also clear dependence on the solar activity286

was demonstrated for the declining phase of the solar cycle. In another study, the287

global distribution of irregularities was studied, and the results of the in situ measure-288

–9–
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Example of the IPIR parameters along the orbit of Swarm A satellite on September

8, 2017 at 17:25-18:12 UT corresponding to local daytime (17:48 UT corresponds to 10:08 LT).

(a) The Swarm trajectory on the global TEC map obtained from the Madrigal database 5. (b)

The corresponding IPIR parameters: The top panel shows the actual electron plasma density

(red line), ne, background density (blue line) and electron temperature (black line). The second

panel shows ROD (red), RODI10s (black), RODI20s (green) along with FAC (blue with black

lines, Y axis scale is on the right). The vertical dashed lines show the equatorial (green) and

poleward (blue) edges of the auroral oval, respectively. The third panel shows data from GPSR:

mVTEC (red), ROTI10s (black) and ROTI20s (green). The fourth panel shows the electron den-

sity gradient over 20 km (red), 50 km (black) and 100 km (green). The next panel shows ∆ne10s

(red), ∆ne20s (black), and ∆ne40s (blue). The bottom panel shows PCP/IBI indices together

with the ionosphere region flag.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. As in Fig. 3, but for the orbit of Swarm A satellite on September 8, 2017 at 15:05-

15:52 UT, corresponding to local nighttime (15:28 UT corresponds to 22:09 LT).
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ments by Swarm were in agreement with the scintillation distribution observed on the289

ground (Jin et al., 2020). Several years of data so far from the Swarm mission opens290

a possibility for climatology studies and for addressing distributions of ionospheric291

plasma parameters, which can, in turn, be used for ionospheric models that would292

account for ionospheric plasma variability and structuring (Kotova et al., 2021).293

6 Conclusions294

The IPIR dataset has been developed to provide comprehensive characteristics295

of structuring in ionospheric plasma along trajectories of the Swarm satellites. The296

measurements are categorised according to geomagnetic regions. The dataset includes297

in situ measurements of the plasma density as well as the total electron content of the298

topside ionosphere, and derived parameters. IPIR dataset is freely accessible through299

the ESA dissemination server, as well as through an interactive VirEs for Swarm300

visualisation tools. It opens possibility both for detailed case studies of the processes301

in the ionosphere, and for long-term global statistical studies of ionospheric plasma302

structuring and variability.303
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